NOTE:
COR-A-VENT MAY BE USED ON ROOF SLOPES OF 3:12 – 16:12, ANYTHING GREATER THAN 16:12, PLEASE REFER TO COR-A-VENT'S WEBSITE. CUSTOMER MUST SPECIFY WHAT SIZE & TYPE OF COR-A-VENT TO USE.

#14–10 X 1 1/2" HHA SELF–TAPPER FASTENER (Ø 1"–0" O.C.)
PRE–DRILL 5/16" DIA. HOLE IN SPACER & DIVERTER TRIM @ 1"–0" O.C.
THEN DRILL 3/16" DIA. HOLE THRU COR-A-VENT INTO OUTSIDE CLOSURE.
ASSEMBLE AS SHOWN.

1/4–14 X 1 1/4" TEK2 ZAC (1 PER CLOSURE)

ZEE CLOSURE

1/4–14 X 1 1/4" TEK2 ZAC FASTENER (4 PER PANEL)

3/16" X 7/8" DOUBLE BEAD TAPE SEALANT

LOW EAVE PLATE
(PRE–DRILL 5/16" Ø HOLE Ø 1"–0" O.C.)

#30 PAPER FELT
(NOT BY MCELROY)

VAPOR BARRIER
(RECOMMENDED)
(NOT BY MCELROY)

ROOF LINE
(NOT BY MCELROY)
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